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Introduction

OTHING QUICKFNS A COLLECTOR'S PULSE LIKE
word of a hoard! Tales of notes squirreled away only to be discov-
ered later have a tendency to run wild in our dreams and imagina-
tions. Often times the stories of how they came to be secluded and

subsequently discovered are as interesting as the notes themselves. Since most
hoarders don't leave written accounts behind detailing why, when, and how they
assembled their hoard, reconstructing the story is a difficult challenge that falls to
researchers and collectors. It becomes quickly apparent how- the facts and story
of a hoard can be muddied by the passage of time. It is only through the most
persistent and determined efforts that the story can finally be resurrected.

This is certainly the case with a group of notes that came to light in the
early 1980s near the town of Wood River, Nebraska. Located a few miles north
of the Platte River, along Highway 30 west of Grand Island, the sleepy little com-
munity of Wood River was originally laid out in 1874 along the Union Pacific
Railroad. By 1888, the First National Bank of Wood River (Charter #3939) had
been established and began to issue its notes. When the circulation privilege of
National Bank Notes came to an end in 1935, most of the Wood River notes (like
those of countless other national banks across the country) were redeemed and
destroyed. It initially appeared that only a few had survived redemption. For
many years National Bank Notes from the First National Bank of Wood River
were considered by collectors to be great rarities.

In the spring of 1983, the Iowa currency partnership of John Hickman
and Dean Oakes issued its 60th fixed price list. Featured prominently among the
offerings were a number of high-grade, large size nationals from the First
National Bank of Wood River. The front page of the price list contained the fol-
lowing comments from Hickman about the Wood River offering:

"We are highlighting out 60th price list with an offering of great value —
National Bank notes from Wood River, Nebraska.
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1885 Plat map of Wood River, Nebraska. The
First National Bank (inset) stood on the south-
east corner of East 9th and Main Streets as
indicated.
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"These notes were stored in a panty of a farm
home near Wood River. The family had these notes in
cans in the pantry and paid their help in cash every week.
When the size of the money changed in 1929, the balance
of the notes remainined there. Almost 60 years later, these
notes have just come to light," the catalogers announced.

"The notes contained in the cans were from several
other states besides Nebraska, but not a large assortment.
Some of the notes got some foxing from being in the metal
cans, but this was noted in the offering.

"Many of the notes were Federal Reserve $10s and
$20s, with only one $20 Silver Certificate. There were no
$1s or $2s or even $5 bills in the hoard. "We are offering
the nationals in this listing also," the dealers continued.

"Wood River, in Hall County, southeast central
Nebraska, had only one bank in this rural town of 800 peo-
ple. The bank building is pictured below and was quite
impressive, as you can see. These Wood River notes are
also impressive, and will fit into any state set of large size
notes, or in all 'two name' bank collections, or are just nice

ST.

1902 Issues of the First National Bank
of Wood River, Nebraska, charter #3939

All notes have the signature of H.S. Eaton.
cashier, and F.E. Slusser, president. Most of the
AU's have some light foxing. but all are unfolded
unless mentioned. Please give second choice. as
selection is limited.

$10 Dated back AU $125: Select UNC $200.00

$10-$10 1902DTS. A pair of notes from the same sheet.
UNC $300.00



Above: Real photo postcard

view (circa 1918) looking east

on 9th Street. The First

National Bank of Wood River

is on the corner at right.

Right: View from the same

vantage point as above, taken

by the author May 23, 2005.

Moore's Opera House (home

of the First National Bank of

Wood River) stood on the cor-

ner until it was demolished in

2001.
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notes to own. We have them priced reasonably, we feel, for the quality."
Given the previous scarcity of National Bank Notes from Wood River,

the appearance of these notes raised eyebrows and dropped jaws, especially
among the dedicated Nebraska collectors. The situation had all of the makings of
a great hoard story, and indeed it was.

Assembly of the Hoard

The group of Wood River notes that Hickman and Oakes were offering
for sale in the spring of 1983 were from a stash that was assembled by the
Leonard family who lived and farmed near the town of Wood River. Patrick
Leonard was an Irish immigrant who had arrived on American soil in 1872, and
moved to Overton, NE. After working in Grand Island, Patrick met and married
Mary O'Brien, herself the daughter of Irish immigrants, and together they moved
to Alda, NE. Their first child, Nora, was born in 1886, followed by four more
daughters and four sons. In 1894, Patrick Leonard moved his growing family to a
farm that was located a few miles northwest of the town of Wood River. Soon he
had acquired more than 400 acres of prime agricultural ground. It was on this
farm that the hoard would ultimately be assembled and stored.
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The exact reason why someone in the Leonard family began to save

paper money has been lost to history. In fact, we don't even know exactly which

member (or members) of the family were involved. What is known is that

between 1913 and 1920, a large quantity of notes, primarily nationals from the

First National Bank of Wood River, were stashed away in metal cans. The note-

laden cans were stored in a pantry on the semi-enclosed back porch of the farm-

house. Although they were protected from direct attack by the elements, the
notes couldn't escape the high humidity of Nebraska's summers. Examination of

the hoard notes show how moisture in the air caused the purple rubber-stamped

signatures to bleed and traces of rust and foxing stains to appear on some notes.
Patrick Leonard died in 1929 which happened to be the same year that

small size currency was introduced in this country. His wife Mary passed away in
1935. The remaining Leonard children continued to operate the family farm,

and notes in the pantry cans sat idly by, while years turned into decades as time

marched on.

Discovery and Disbursement of the Hoard

The exact details of the "discovery" of the Wood River hoard are hazy at

best, and it may well be that perhaps the notes never were truly lost or forgotten.

What is known is that in February of 1976, James J. Leonard died. A few months

later, someone in the Leonard family contacted Marvin Luke, a coin and curren-

cy dealer from nearby Farwell, NE, and sold him one $10 note and one $20 note
from the cache. Recognizing the great rarity of Wood River notes, Luke imme-
diately offered the pair to Gerome Walton, whose collection of Nebraska nation-

als remains the finest ever assembled. At this point in time, only one large size
note and one small size note (each grading only "Very Good") had been reported

on the First National Bank of Wood River, so Walton jumped at the opportunity

to make the purchase.
Several more years went by without any additional Wood River notes

coming to light. The unmarried sisters Agnes and Bessie Leonard continued to

Moore's Opera House building in

Wood River, Nebraska, circa 1895.

The bank occupied the corner posi-

tion on the first floor. (Photo cour-

tesy of Donna Moyer)
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PENNSYLVANIA
$10 1882DTS First N.B. Emlenton 	 E-4615

VG +	 $95.00
$5 	 1902 Farmers Deposit NB Pittsburgh E-685

VG	 $25.00
$5	 1902DTS Mellon N.B. Pittsburgh 	 E-6301

AF $120.00
$20 1902 Second N.B. Reading 2552 VG $32.00
$10 1902DTS First N.B. Scranton E-77 F $30.00
$20 1929 First N.B. Scranton 77 VG $27.50
$20 1902 Union N.B. of Scranton 8737 AF $35.00
$10 1902 Warren N.B. Warren 4879 VG + $20.00

SOUTH CAROLINA
$5	 1902 Carolina N.B. ColumbiaS-1860G$22.00
$5 1902 N. Loan & Exc. B. Columbia S-6871
$10 1902 First N.B. Charleston S-1622 VG $45.00
$10 N. Union B. Rock Hill S•5134 G $75.00

TEXAS
$5	 192911 Republic N.B.&T. Co. Dallas 	 12186

G-VG
	

$12.50

VERMONT
$10 1902 Howard NB. of Burlington 1698 F$60.00

VIRGINIA
$10 1902 Norfolk National BankS-3368AF$45.00
$10 1902 Seaboard N.B. S-10194 AF $35.00
$10 1902 N. B. of Petersburg S-3515 VG $50.00
$10 1902 Central N.B. of Richmond 	 10080

F-VF	 $30.00
$10 1902 Central N.B. of Richmond 	 10080

VG	 $18.00
$20 1929 Central N.B. of Richmond 	 10080

VF	 $30.00

WISCONSIN
$5	 1929 Burlington National Bank

	
11783

F
	

$25.00
$10 1902 First Wisc. N.B. Milwaukee 	 64

F
	

$22.00
$10 1902 N. Exchange B. of Milwaukee 	 1003

F
	

$18.00
$10 1902DTS Wisc. N.B. of Milwaukee 	 M•4817

F+ 	 $20.00
$20 Wisc. N.B. of Milwaukee 	 M-4817

AF
	

$34.00

1902 Issues of the First National Bank
of Wood River, Nebraska, charter #3939

All notes have the signature of H.S. Eaton,
cashier, and F.E. Slusser. president. Most of the
AU's have some light foxing. but all are unfolded
unless mentioned. Please give second choice. as
selection is limited.

$10 Dated back AU $125; Select UNC $200.00

$10-$10 1902DTS. A pair of notes from the same sheet.
UNC $300.00

$20 1902DTS XF folded $125: XF-AU $150: a select UNC
$225.00

A pair of $10 & $20 DTS from the same sheet. UNC
$350.00

Only one cut sheet of $10-$10-$10-$20 dated back
notes. UNC. $800.00

$10 plain back 1902 XF•AU $100: Select UNC
$175.00

$10-$10 pair from same sheet. UNC $275.00

$10-$10-$10 three pieces from same sheet. UNC
$450.00

$10-$20 plain back pair of notes from same sheet. UNC
$285

$10-$10-$20 plain back, same serial number. one
set only. UNC $475.00

Cut sheet $10-$10-$10-$20 plain back. We have two cut
sheets. only. Great for framing. $750.00

All the pairs or triples and cut sheets make great
items to frame for den or office.

Page 4 from Hickman and Oakes Fixed Price List #60 (Spring 1983) offering notes from the Wood River Hoard to the public for the first

time. (Photo courtesy of Dean Oakes)
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live of the family farm until 1981, when declining health forced them to auction
the contents of the farm and move to the nursing home in Wood River. The
auction was held on November 14, 1981, and consisted primarily of farm equip-
ment and antiques. The auction advertisement that appeared in the local news-
paper made no mention of bank notes or currency among the items being sold.
Bessie Leonard lived on until 1982, and her sister Agnes passed away the follow-
Mg year.

About a year after the auction, in November or December of 1982,
Marvin Luke acquired a sizable portion of the Wood River Hoard. Although it
was unknown at the time, this represented a little more than half of the total
notes in the stash. Peter Huntoon, who was then living in Laramie, Wyoming,
heard about the hoard and phoned Marvin Luke to see whether or not it con-
tained any Wyoming nationals. When he was informed that the top four notes
on the pile were all from Wyoming, Huntoon needed to hear no more. He
quickly made arrangements to see the notes the next day, and jumped in his pick-
up truck. It was after midnight by the time that Huntoon got within a few miles
of Farwell, Nebraska, so he decided to pull over and try catching a few hours of
rest in the truck. His racing mind made sleep nearly impossible, but eventually
the dawn came and he was back on the road.

At the pre-arranged time, Huntoon met Marvin Luke at his home and
was among the first "outsiders" to lay eyes on this portion of the hoard.
Although there was a sizable stack of notes on the table, the only Wyoming
nationals in the bunch were the four that Luke had mentioned, and these were all
from the more common banks in the state. The vast majority of the notes were
Series of 1902 Date Back and Plain Back notes from the First National Bank of
Wood River. Most appeared to be in nearly Uncirculated condition, but showed
signs of having spent time in a damp environment. Huntoon also recalled seeing
a handful of nationals from other banks along with a few large size type notes.
After some discussion, it became increasingly evident that Luke wanted to sell

The Leonard family farmhouse near
Wood River, Nebraska, in 1981. The
hoard was kept in metal cans on the
semi-enclosed porch attached to the
rear wing of the house. (Photo cour-
tesy of Donna Moyer)
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notes as one group, and Huntoon was unable to get him to part with the four
Wyoming notes. Disappointed, dejected, and empty-handed, he returned to
Laramie.

Unsure of how to handle the dispersal of the so many nationals from one
bank, Luke contacted his good friend and fellow coin dealer Virg Marshall III of
Wymore, Nebraska. After hearing the story, Marshall realized that the hoard was
simply too large for any small Nebraska dealer to effectively disperse. He advised
Luke to get in touch with John Hickman and Dean Oakes in Iowa City, Iowa.
They were one of the largest currency dealers in the country, and had handled a
number of previous hoards. If anyone could effectively market these notes, it
would be John and Dean.

Early in February of 1983, Marvin Luke phoned the Iowa partners and
offered them the chance to purchase a portion of the hoard. Since Hickman and
Oakes were in Iowa City, and Luke was in Farwell, Nebraska, they agreed to
meet halfway at a motel in Lincoln, Nebraska. Luke offered 149 large size
nationals from the First National Bank of Wood River to Hickman and Oakes at
that time, along with a new a few nationals from other states and some large size
type notes. After some negotiation (Hickman could haggle with the best of
them), a price was agreed upon and the notes changed hands.

On their way back to Iowa, Hickman and Oakes detoured south of
Lincoln and paid a visit to Virg Marshall at his coin shop in Wymore so that they
could personally thank him for his assistance in directing the deal their way. By
this time Hickman had realized that there were several complete cut sheets of
Wood River notes represented among the group they had just purchased. He
didn't hesitate to mention this to Marshall. Although Marshall was interested in
buying one of the cut sheets, Hickman (in characteristic fashion) didn't want to
turn loose of any notes until they had taken them back to Iowa City for further
analysis and study. However, in gratitude for Marshall's help Hickman promised
to sell him one of the cut sheets as soon as all of the notes had been examined and
studied.

Hickman and Oakes returned to Iowa where the notes were evaluated,
cataloged, and prepared for sale. Fortuitously for future currency scholars, John
Hickman meticulously photocopied each of the Wood River notes that he and
Dean Oakes had purchased from Marvin Luke and carefully filed the copies away
for reference. In addition to the cut sheet that had been promised to Virg
Marshall, the Higgins Museum in Okiboji, Iowa, also arranged to purchase a cut
sheet of both the 1902 Date Backs and 1902 Plain Backs from the group.

Being fully aware that a sudden glut of Wood River notes could poten-
tially depress the market, Hickman and Oakes were careful to disperse them slow-
ly in small quantities over many years. When the notes were first offered to the
public in June of 1983, through the Hickman-Oakes 60th fixed price list, they
were listed as singles, pairs, triples (three notes from the same sheet), or full cut
sheets. No reference was made in the literature to specific serial numbers or the
total quantity of notes available. Perspective buyers were asked only to select the
type, combination, and condition they wanted and then the note (or notes)
matching those criteria would be sent to them. Dispersing the Hickman-Oakes
portion of the Wood River Hoard was a lengthy process. Dean Oakes recalled
that even as late as 1993, a full ten years after the purchase, he still had Wood
River notes from the hoard in his inventory.

Currency Conservation & Attribution LLC
1(40 	 - To learn more about this holder:

• go to www.csacca.com 
• • .11 	 .4 .1	 •	 email us at infoPcsacca.com 	The Best of Class

	C• S. A	 or mail us at 321 Seventh Street, Mead, CO 80542 Confederate Currency - Holder
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10	 BANK NOTE REPORTER AUGUST 1989

One of Jim Matney's advertisements
that appeared in Bank Note Reporter

offering notes from the second group
of the hoard for sale in 1989. (Photo
courtesy Peter Huntoon)

Five years after the first group of notes turned up, rela-
tives of the Leonard family living in Omaha sold a second group
Wood River nationals to local coin and stamp dealer Jim Manley.
Although Manley did not keep meticulous records of the notes
like Hickman and Oakes did, he did recall handling about 100-
120 notes in the deal. Similar to the previous group, all were
Series of 1902 Date Backs and Plain Backs from the First
National Bank of Wood River. The fact that they were in identi-
cal condition to Hickman and Oakes' notes and fell within the
same serial number ranges further confirmed that the two groups
shared a common source. Matney offered his notes for sale
through ads in Bank Note Reporter beginning in 1989, and further
dispersed them through wholesale channels. Eventually, the last
remaining notes were parceled out and it appeared the hoard had
passed quietly into history, except for occasional references to it
in currency auction lot descriptions.

Reconstructing the Wood River Hoard

My interest in the Wood River notes started in 2001
when I first began to study Nebraska nationals. It was hard to
miss the large number of nearly-pristine condition notes from
Wood River that seemed to make frequent appearances at
national currency auctions and shows. When one auction catalog
description made mention of the "Wood River Hoard," I knew
there had to be a story behind it, and the chase was on.

After corresponding with a number of fellow currency
collectors who had memories of the Wood River Hoard, my
research efforts led me to Dean Oakes, the last surviving individ-
ual connected with the Hickman-Oakes purchase of Wood River
nationals. After some digging, Oakes managed to find the photo-
copies that Hickman had made nearly 18 years earlier. These
copies would prove invaluable as I set out to study the long-dis-
persed cache because even though the notes were now scattered
to the four winds, I could spread the copies out before me and
study the serial number ranges and plate positions. Oakes also
provided me with an original copy of Fixed Price List #60; the
document that introduced the hoard to the world.

In comparing the Hickman-Oakes photocopies with the
Nebraska national bank note census data, I soon realized a num-
ber of "additional" Wood River notes had been reported over the
years. Interestingly, all of these notes had serial numbers that fell
within the serial number range of the Hickman-Oakes notes.
This combined with the fact that each of the additional notes

were in CU or AU condition made it reasonable to conclude that these notes were
originally part of the Wood River Hoard. But it now appeared that there was
more to the hoard story than I first had thought!

More phone calls, letters, and personal conversations eventually put me
onto the trail of Jim Manley who had handled the second group. When I finally
caught up with Matney, he told me that his group of notes had come from "rela-
tives of the Leonard family." Finally I had the family name of the hoarder.
Armed with this information, I could now pursue research leads on a local level.
While traveling through Wood River in April 2005, to photograph the site where
the First National Bank had stood, I decided to stop in at the Heritage Bank and
talk with them about my research. I was soon put in touch with Donna Moyer,

NATIONAL BANK
NOTES FROM

NATIONAL COIN &
STAMP CO.

1.Calif. - San Francisco #9655 $20 3-2 DB Fine
	 $60.00

2.Iowa - Essex #5738 $20 2-3 VB Fine 	 375.00
3.Iowa - Farragut #6700 $20 3-2 DB Fine
	 400.00

4.Kansas - Marysville #2791 $20 3-3 PB VF
	 250.00

5.Kansas - Winfield #3218 $20 3-2 DB VG-Fine
(soiled) 	 95.00

6.Minnesota - Minneapolis #2006 $5 29-1 Fine
	 12.00

7.Missouri - St. Joseph #9042 $5 29-1 VG-Fine
	 30.00

8.Nebraska - Crawford #6900 $20 3-3 PB Fine
	 550.00

9.Nebraska - Grand Island #9395 $20 3-3 PB
VF-XF 	 100.00

10.Nebraska - Hastings #3732 $10 29-1 VF
	 40.00

11.Nebraska - Hampton #8285 $20 29-1 VF
	 120.00

12.Nebraska - Randolph #7477 $20 3-3 PB VG
	 175.00

13.Nebraska - Tilden #10011 $20 3-2 DB
VG-Fine 	 300.00

14.Nebraska - Wood River #3939 $10 3-2 DB
AU-UNC (some spotting) 	 80.00

15.Nebraska - Wood River #3939 $20 3-2 DB
AU-UNC (some spotting) 	 100.00

16.Nebraska - Wood River #3939 $10 3-3 PB
AU-UNC (some spotting) 	 75.00

17.Nebraska - Wood River #3939 $20 3-3 PB
AU-UNC (some spotting) 	 95.00

18.North Dakota - Oakes #6457 3-3 PB VF
	 700.00

19.Ohio - Cincinnati #2495 $20 2-2 DB Fine
	 175.00

20.South Dakota - Huron #8781 $20 3-3 PB VG
	 350.00

21.Texas - Cameron #5484 $20 2-3 VB Fine
	 350.00

22.Texas - Venus #7798 $20 3-2 DB VG 	 275.00
23.Washington - Seattle #13230 $20 3-3 PB Fine
	 375.00

24.Wisconsin - Marinette #4137 $10 3-3 PB
XF-AU 	 90.00

Satisfaction Guaranteed.
10-day return privilege.

NATIONAL COIN,
STAMP & JEWELRY

1820 Farnam
Omaha, Nebraska 68102

402-341-3018
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An example of one of the 1902 Date Backs from the hoard exhibits brownish-orange foxing, rust staining, and

blurring of the purple stamped signatures. Notice the bled-through signatures to the back of the note. (Photo

courtesy of Heritage Auctions)

one of the owners of the bank and a long-time resident of Wood River. Amazingly, Moyer had attended the
Leonard farm auction in 1981 and had taken some photographs of the house and outbuildings. She also tracked
down the Leonard farm auction advertisement and a beautiful 1890s photograph of the First National Bank of
Wood River.

The auction advertisement gave me the names of Bessie and Agnes Leonard, and additional digging in cen-
sus and social security records provided me with the names of the other family members. After tracking down their
newspaper obituaries, the family's history began to take shape and the missing pieces of the puzzle slowly fell into
place.

Conclusion

The superb condition of the Wood River notes suggests that they likely went directly into the hoard almost
immediately after they were paid out by the bank. The lowest bank serial number of a Wood River note in the
stash was #1459. From information in the Comptroller of the Currency ledgers at the National Archives in
Washington, D.C., this note was delivered to the bank on December 13, 1913. The highest bank serial number
(#2814) was delivered on May 14, 1920. This gives a general idea of the time period over which the notes were
being added to the cache. In comparing the serial numbers of the hoard notes with the delivery dates to the bank it
is interesting to observe that the bulk of the hoard notes were delivered to the First National Bank of Wood River
in 1916.

The hoard does not represent a lifetime accumulation like the famous Ella Overby hoard from Starbuck,
Minnesota. Rather, it appears to have been assembled sporadically over an eight-year period with one major
deposit halfway through the process.

Of course, the true secret of the hoard went to the grave with the hoarder. As with all hoards, the remain-
ing unanswered questions lend an aura of romance and mystery to the stash. Although we will probably never know
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A typical example of one of the Wood River notes from the hoard. This happens to be a 1902 Plain Back
that has the characteristic bled-through signatures, but is free from foxing or staining.

the full story, who would ever have expected to find such a thing in some metal cans on the porch of a central
Nebraska farmhouse?
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Marvin Luke played a pivotal role in getting a good portion of the notes from the source to the market so that they
could be enjoyed and appreciated by those of us who collect National Currency.

The author invites readers with any additional information about the Wood River Hoard to contact him at
matthewghansen@gmail.com or by phone at 605-336-3718.

Sources of information

Bank Note Reporter. Iola, WI: Krause Publications (various dates).
Comptroller of the Currency. Ledgers showing deliveries of national bank note sheets to the banks. U.S. National Archives,

Washington, D.C. (various dates).
Heritage Auctions/Currency Auctions of America. Permanent Auction Archives. Dallas, TX. Various dates.
Hickman and Oakes. "60th Fixed Price List." Hickman-Oakes: Iowa City, LA, (undated, but issued in June of 1983).
Huntoon, Peter. United States Large Size National Bank Notes. Laramie, WY: The Society of Paper Money Collectors , 1995.
The Official State Atlas of Nebraska. Philadelphia, PA: Everts & Kirk, 1885.
Walton, Gerome. A History of Nebraska Banking and Paper Money. Lincoln, NE: The Centennial, 1978.

Labor Exchange Scrip: the Christian Exchange of Detroit, MI
By Steve Whitfield

My article in the November/December Paper Money
about the Labor Exchange branch system of the 1890s elicited
several interesting responses from readers. It also turned up a
dynamite note in a new denomination. Friend Larry Falater
sent me a copy of the note illustrated here. Nothing like it
had been reported before, to my knowledge. The note was
issued by surely one of the last branches to be organized. The
Labor Exchange organization had pretty much died out by the
turn of the twentieth century, although some branches contin-
ued operations into the teens. DeBernardi, the founder, had
died in 1901. This note proves that branches were still being
chartered as late as 1905.

Branch #335 of Detroit Michigan
(the previous high charter was #318.)
was self-named "The Christian
Industrial Exchange." This note is an
unredeemed certificate of deposit for 3
units of labor. It was apparently used
in an attempt to recruit new members
to the exchange. It is specifically "not
redeemable in legal tender," although
legal tender could be deposited at the
exchange and later be redeemed as
labor units for goods or services.

The back of the note explains
why the note was still "in circulation"
and advertises services provided by the
exchange to its members. The pur-
pose of the organization was "both
cooperative and benevolent; consistent
with the true principals of Christian
brother-hood." The note boldly states
"THE CAPITALIZATION OF
LABOR IN THE NAME OF
CHRIST." This branch was located
at 15-17 Wilcox St., in Detroit. Its
telephone number was M.4401-J.
(Collectors from Detroit may want to
try this number to see if the Exchange
is still there.)

The Heritage paper money sale,

in January, included one of the rare certificates of deposit on
Branch #277, Gray Cloud Island, Minnesota. Ms. Harriet
Mavis had deposited $2.50 in U.S. legal tender in November,
1897. These are attractive notes/CDs with great end vignettes
on the back. I, of course, was outbid on the note which went
for $345! Arri Jacob reported acquisition of a Labor Exchange
seal from Branch #14, at Dilley, Oregon, and several others
reported unlisted notes, or submitted spelling error changes.
Meanwhile, Hugh Shull turned up a previously unreported,
but predicted, item on Salina, KS that I was happy to add to
my collection and to my forthcoming book on Kansas notes.

So thanks to the responders and please let me know if you
turn up any new Labor Exchange notes or related items. 	 •
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